ABSTRACT: Latin textbooks formulate grammar rules in terms of spelling rather than processes of sound, giving the impression that verb conjugation is difficult and with much irregularity. This article suggests a consistent way to envision the essentially regular linking of a stem to a tense marker to a personal ending (S-T-E). The "rules" are mostly well known but scattered across the pages of many different books. I organize them here as little more than the regular, predictable "boundary adjustments" of stems before certain tense markers and of tense markers before certain endings. Rules 1-5 affect vowels, and rules 6-9 treat consonants. Thus this exercise in "practical linguistics" goes "behind the scenes" of standard textbook rules. The first and second parts of this article introduce the approach with reference to these rules, while the third explains the rules themselves, with ample illustration.
I. Is There Anything New to Say About Latin Conjugation?
The four traditional principal parts of a Latin verb have steered generations of learners to all approximately 130 forms of an average Latin (transitive) verb (and half that number for an intransitive or deponent). The first and second principal parts together get a number, 1-4 (with third conjugation -iō n as a hybrid of third and fourth, though some authors call it a fifth conjugation) 1 that directs the stem with its "stem vowel" to the correct set of imperfective system (TI for "tenses, imperfective") markers. As all learners come to know, however, that numbering does only one third of the job, keeping the standard columns apart, although their third principal parts all converge on the same four perfective system (TP) markers -v-, -u-, -s-, and -#-, "zero." The fourth principal part can also be a wild card, sometimes resembling the first or second (faciō -facere-factum/fē cī); sometimes the third (rīdeō -rīdē re/rīsum-rīsī) and at other times seeming to be the stray Celt in the Roman camp (vertō -vertere-vertī/versum) . Videō , rīdeō , and mordeō all have the same kind of imperfective system (TI), and they all made the same odd leap to their supine system (TS) vīsum, rīsum, morsum. How, then, did they so wildly diverge in their perfective systems (TP) vīdī, rīsī, momordī? Learners need the prophetic gifts of Apollo to see how tangō relates to tetigī, cernō to crē vī, farcīo to farsī, gerō to gessī. (Sections 2-4 give the member "markers" of the three tense systems.) These principal parts are the results or end products of several theoretical, "behind-the-scenes" processes that would show how "regular" such distant and often unrecognizable parts are, but which Latin spelling often obscures. The purpose of this article is to show that those apparent morphological medusae (the TP and TS) also form patterns together with the TI that in textbooks go unnoticed and unnamed. In fact, the whole set of forms constitutes a cohesive entity depending on the behavior of the stem vowel. Learners of an analytical learning style may find this comforting. Teachers, advanced learners, and prospective teachers in full control of the once hard-acquired facts may now want to look back at those facts critically both for their own interest and for the benefit of their students. If one separates all verb forms consistently into their stem plus tense-aspect-mood marker plus personal ending (S-T-E), virtually all verbs are "regular," but they require some "adjustment," as the S-selects and "crosses into" its -T-or the -T-"prepares to meet" its-E.
2 These adjustments are the rules that most textbooks give in an introduction or relegate to mere spelling changes or to considerations of "euphony." In this brief article I gather together what I consider the "basic nine" rules or "boundary adjustments" that can make verb conjugation a more manageable project for learners-but it requires a shallow step into linguistic abstraction beyond received Latin spelling, and I offer this approach as a practical application of linguistic notions rather than a linguistic analysis per se. I list the rules here in curly braces and explain and exemplify them throughout the text. Rules {1-5} apply to vowels 3 and rules {6-9} apply to consonants, 4 most with subrules. Rules {1-3} are inflectional, applying at both S-T and T-E boundaries.
Rule {1} shortens long vowels under two well-known conditions.
Rule {1A}: long vowel shortens in a syllable closed by m, r, t, nt, nd, but not by s.
Rule {1B} long vowel shortens before another vowel in the same word, known as vocalis ante vocalem corripitur.
Rule {2} is a "vowel drop" rule. In common with {1B} it operates on a vowel when the next element, -T-or -E on the "righthand" side of a boundary starts with a vowel.
Rule {2A} operates on the stem vowel ā only.
Rule {2B} involves only the vowel i.
Rule {3} is a "lowering" rule, lowering the high vowel i to the mid vowel e.
Rule {3A} applies specifically before the consonant r.
Rule {3B} applies at the end of the word, Rule {4} is a "raising" rule, derivational rather than inflectional, affecting initial-syllable root vowels a (low vowel) and in a few instances e (mid vowel) when they acquire a prefix and become internal syllables.
Rule {4A} operates in an open syllable, raising the low vowel a and the mid vowel e to the high vowel i, as well as diphthongs ae, au to ī, ū .
Rule {4B} operates in a closed syllable, raising the low vowel a only to the mid vowel e, while e remains e.
Rule {5} is a purely phonetic rule that automatically lengthens vowels before the consonant clusters ns, nf, nct, as all textbooks attest.
Rule {6} is a purely visual spelling convention not restricted to, but occurring regularly in, verb conjugation, representing the consonant 3 These rules resemble in spirit those proposed in C. Elerick, "Modern Phonology and the Teaching of Latin," CJ 75 (1979) 6, but they differ in several significant respects. 4 Many of these phenomena are discussed from the point of view of several linguistic schools in P. H. Matthews, "Some Reflections on Latin Morphonology," Trans. Philol. Soc. 71 (1972) 59-78. cluster cs with the single letter x. (It might be more effective to call it simply Rule {X}.) Rule {7} is a voicing assimilation rule, specifically devoicing root-final b-d-g to p-t-c before a voiceless tense marker, specifically supine -t-and perfective -s-.
Rule {8} is a special assimilation rule that converts the theoretical consonant clusters *tt, *ts across an S-T-boundary to ss.
Rule {9} is the "reduction" rule that reduces a double (geminate) consonant to a single.
Rule {9A} reduces a double consonant to a single in combination with another consonant either before or after; that is, the theoretical sequences *XXY and *XYY both appear as XY.
Rule {9B} reduces a double consonant to a single after a long vowel or diphthong.
Several other phenomena occur within stems, but assigning each one a number would become unwieldy.
I proceed, as is common practice, both "down the column" and "across the rows" of each of the numbered conjugations, but I include all three tense systems (imperfective-perfective-supine) at once to capture the commonalities of the whole system "globally."
5 Rather than four "conjugations," I see three kinds of "inflectional complexion," focusing on the stem vowel and whether it "participates" (an inelegant but classroom-accessible term) with each of the three groups of tense markers. If it does not, the root-final consonant comes in contact with the tense marker, and therein lie all the apparent difficulties. (The endings, long the focus of student concentration, are actually the least interesting part of the verb word.) That discussion is the topic of section 5 with hints along the way.
II. Divisa in Partes Tres (sunt verba temporalia):
Basic Latin Verb Structure and the Nature of "Rule" All grammars and textbooks recognize implicitly that Latin verb forms have a mostly transparent tripartite structure linking a stem to a tense marker to a personal ending. The boundaries are very clear if one accepts a slightly abstract representation. The trisyllabic mantra "S-T-E" captures this tricolumnar arrangement, a procedure that recasts the mostly familiar "rules" as adjustments that occur at the S-T and the T-E boundaries: the element on the "left" (first one spoken in real time) "selects" an element moving "right," and this "selection" may require some adjustment. In this section I set out the membership in each of the three columns and apply the nine rules at those boundaries.
III. Start From the End of the Word: The -E Column
All verbs use the same endings, which means, to the surprise of many learners, that there are no "first conjugation endings" different from "fourth conjugation endings," or imperfect "endings" different from future "endings." This -E slot houses three sets of personal endings for three "narrative" persons as subject of verb, singular and plural, in all three tenses plus an infinitive. Two sets also have an imperative. I tag them simply the "O"-set, the "R"-set, and the "I"-set. The several participles and verbal nouns of the TS and TI markers take declensional endings as their -E column, and rather than a full exposition on declension, I will mention below only those endings before which a marker enacts a rule.
The three sets partially resemble each other, but for classical Latin I do not attempt to derive one from the other or seek their historical antecedents. Of the -T-markers treated below, the TS markers (section 4a) flow into the first-fourth declensions. The TP markers settle into the "I" set for the perfect tense, and the "O" and "R" sets are the destinations for the TI markers, and I treat them in that order.
3a. The declensional endings for the deverbal nominals all begin in, or consist entirely of, a vowel-except the nominative singular third declension with two options: -s and -# "zero." Rules {8-9} and {1A} will act accordingly in section 4a.
3b. The "I" set endings all begin in, or consist of, a vowel, and thus the TP markers -v-, -u-, -s-, -#-"zero" flow easily into them. The third-person plural also offers a "shorter" -ēre and a "longer" -ērunt, grammatically identical with different preferences in different styles and poetic scanning. 6 This "I" set has an infinitive, but as a past tense it has no imperative. The other perfective tenses fuse a tense form of esse to the TP marker, which gets its own "O" set endings, more on which in section 4b.
3c. The "O/R" sets obviously share some elements of the "I" set: second person, s, tis; third person, t, nt; first-person plural, mus; first-person singular, a long vowel. Verbs that take the "I" set for the perfect tense also take the "O" set for the imperfective tenses. Verbs that take the "R" set-whether as passive of "O" or exclusively, called deponentsform their perfective tenses periphrastically, on which more below. Four "O/R" endings come in a shorter and a longer version: first-person singular -m, -r, third-person plural -nt(ur) are nonsyllabic (or monosyllabic), while -ō -, -or, -unt(ur) are monosyllabic (or disyllabic). The choice will be made clear in section 4c. The second person "R" set has another kind of variation, as the merged cells in the table suggest: second-person singular/plural -re/-minī serve the narrative tenses as well as the present imperative. The second-person singular has the optional "longer" variant -ris for the narrative tenses only, and imperative -re apocopates to -r for the future imperative: theoretical *-tō -r > actual -tor by rule {1A}. The "O" set always contrasts narrative second-person singular/plural to imperative by a "longer/shorter" ending: singular -s/-# "zero" and plural-tis/-te. 7 The "R" infinitive -rī shortens in the opposite direction to -ī for so-called third conjugation.
IV. Markers in the Middle: The -T-Column and T-E Boundary
The -T-"slot" is the pivot point: the stem "slot" (S-) joins it from the "left"-the S-T boundary-and it runs into the ending slot-the T-E boundary-on its "right." The three sets of -T-markers are, of course, the supine system (TS), the perfective system (TP), and the imperfective system (TI). In this section I will treat them in that order together with their -E slots and note the rules that apply at these T-E boundaries.
4a. The TS markers -t-, -tū r-, -tiō n-, -tō r-, -trīc-form the future active and perfect participles (whether active for deponents or passive otherwise) and a few kinds of verbal nouns with first-fourth declension endings. The -t-marker itself forms a verbal noun with fourth-declension endings, of which the accusative and ablative cases function as the supine. The -t-and -tū r-markers take first-and second-declension endings for the perfect participle (whether active or passive) and future active participle. 8 The last three T-E boundaries require adjustment because they all take third-declension endings. The feminine actor marker is thoretical *-trīc-s with an audible T-E boundary, but Latin literacy requires rule {6} for actual -trīx, a spelling rule that blurs that boundary visually. The masculine actor marker -tō r-has nom. sg. -#, theoretical *-tō r-#, which rule {1A} renders as actual -tor. (All other endings are vocalic, keeping the ō long, for example, genitive singular -tō r-is.) The verbal noun *-tiō n-also has nom. sg. -# "zero," and a special rule drops n at the end of a word after long ō . (I do not accord this rule a number since it applies only to this one form of this one marker.) Supines with what appear to be the markers -s-, -sū r-, -siō n-, -sō r-are mostly the result of rule {8} at an S-T boundary where the stem vowel does not participate, about which more in section 5. Without getting too far ahead of ourselves, here are some typical examples of so-called irregular perfect participles in a "before and after" progression from theoretical to actual. Here the rules are positioned under the appropriate boundary yielding the actual result.
*pati-, TS *pat-t-> pas-s-*fatē, TS *fat-t-> fas-s-{8} *gradi-, TS *gred-t-> *gret-t-> gres-s-*fodi-, TS *fod-t-> *fot-t-> fos-s-{7} {8}
*verti-, TS *vert-t-> *vers-s-> ver-s-*sentī, TS *sent-t-> *sens-s-> sen-s-> sēn-s-{8} {9A} {5}
*rīdē-, TS *rīd-t-> *rīt-t-> *rīs-s-> rī-s-*laedi, TS *laed-t->*laet-t->*laes-s-> lae-s-
The letter x preserves the audible T-E boundary, but that boundary now runs visually through the middle of that letter. A few verbs do however have a "genuine-s" that is not the result of rule {8}; see, for example, {5}*manē-, TS man-s-> mā n-s-um; {9A} cēnsē-, TS cēns-s-> cēn-s-um; {7-X} *fīgi-, TS *fīg-s-> *fīc-s-> fīx-um. This discussion continues in the S-section below.
4b. The perfect or perfective markers (TP) are almost as straightforward. All "O" verbs share in the four markers -v-, -u-, -s-and -#-"zero," and for the perfect tense itself they flow into the "I" set of endings, as suggested in section 3b above. Like the TS system above, stems in which the stem vowel does not participate and meet the -s-marker may require rule {7} (*scrīb-s-> scrīps-), rule {7-X} (*aug-s-> *auc-s-> aux), rules {8-9-5} (*sent-s-> sēns-), rules {7-8-9} (*rīd-s-rīs-). The marker -#-"calls forth" internal changes in the stem that I do not number as rules: lengthening a short root vowel (vid-#-> vīd-, ven-#-> vēn-) or reduplicating the initial consonant-vowel of the root *mord-#-> momord-, *cad-#-> cecid-plus rule {4A}, *fall-#-> fefell-plus rule {4B}), about which more in section 5 below.
The four "expanded" perfective tenses first fuse a form of esse onto the marker, essentially a second stem with its own -T-marker and "O" ending, a cyclical or recursive structure S-[T-S-T]-E. Passives and deponents, of course, bypass this system altogether, harnessing their -t-participle with separately written and conjugated esse. This table endeavors to show the two types in parallel for the second-person singular.
Full Perfective System TP E TS E Aux. esse sbjnc. pluperf. Note that theoretical *es-s becomes es by rule {9A}, thus identical to imperative es-#.
4c. The markers of the TI group (present or imperfective system) cover the three indicative tenses (present, imperfect, future), the two subjunctives (present, imperfect), the unfortunately named present and future imperative, and the three nominal forms (present active and future passive participles plus the gerund). Their target is the -E column containing the "O" and/or "R" sets, including voice; that is, the S-T-E framework has no fourth V-column. Verbs that take the "O" set are active and take TP markers for the perfective tenses. The intransitives among them are "O-only" in the TI system. The transitives take "R" as their passive counterpart, and its perfect is, as described above, composed of a participle plus esse. Active verbs, whether transitive or intransitive, that take "R-only" are called deponent.
4c1. All verbs share three TI markers. The future imperative -tō -chooses, of course, only the imperative endings: singular -#, plural -te from the "O" set and apocopated -r from the "R" set; thus theoretical *-tō -r becomes actual -tor by rule {1A}. (Compare TS nom. sg. *-tō r-# > -tor.) No second-person plural is possible here, and the third-person plural imperative is the first to confess that it is an anomaly in the S-T-E system. 9 The other two are the imperfect subjunctive marker -rē-and the most unsung marker of all, present indicative and imperative -#-"zero," to which I return below. Three TI markers-imperfect indicative -bā -, active participle -nt-, and future passive participle -nd-, which does double duty as gerund-are nonsyllabic or monosyllabic. They also "expand by ē-" to mono-or disyllabic -ēbā -and theoretical *-ēnt-, *-ēnd-> actual -ent-, -end-. (That ē stays long in the open syllable of -ēbā -but shortens in a closed syllable by rule {1A}, the only instance of a general rule applying within an element and not across a boundary.) I represent both variants at once with parentheses: -(ē)bā -, -(e)nt-, -(e)nd-. The choice of the "shorter" or "expanded" version is one of the topics in section 5 below.
The nominal marker -nd-flows into an -E column consisting of first-and second-declension endings, all-vowel-initial, thus no boundary issues; the future passive participle takes the entire set as an adjective, while the gerund selects only second-declension neuter endings. The marker -nt-takes third-declension endings, and nominative singular -s requires rules {8-9} making *-nt-s > *-ns-s > actual -n-s, and the preceding vowel lengthens by rule {5}.
{8} {9A}
4c2. The future has two distinct markers, -ē-(with the automatic firstperson singular variant *-ā-), and -bi-, the choice between which I discuss in section 5. The present subjunctive also has two options, -ā-and -ē-.
4c3. In sum, all the verbal TI markers except -bi-end in, or consist entirely of, a long vowel, specifically, ā or ē. No boundary issues arise at the T-E boundary of the "O/R" endings that leave that vowel in an open syllable: -ris/-re, -tur, -mus, -mur, -tis, -minī, and the spirant character of -s also leaves the vowel long as well. Where -m, -r, -t, -nt(ur) close the syllable, however, long vowels shorten:
*-rē-m > -rem, *-ē-r > -er, *-bā -t > -bat, *-ā -nt(ur) > -ant(ur)
but, of course, -bā -tur does not shorten the vowel in that open syllable, and -bi-s/-t/-tur/-mus/-mur/-minī are unaffected.
4c4. The marker -bi-, however, exhibits two important behaviors. First, it selects the mono-and disyllabic variants of first-person singular and third-person plural, namely, -ō , -or, -unt(ur) as discussed above in section 3. Not only does this marker alone select this variation, but it reacts to the choice by dropping its i before that following vowel, that is, by Rule {2B}. This is not phonetically motivated, since the sequence iō occurs frequently in Latin. In addition, this i (high front vowel) before the second-person singular "R" ending -ris/-re-in other words, before the consonant r-"lowers" to e (mid front vowel).
*-bi-ō > -bō , *-bi-or > -bor, *-bi-unt(ur) > -bunt(ur) {2B} {2B} {2B}
*-bi-ris/-re > -beris, -bere {3A} 4c5. A special note on the present indicative marker -#-"zero" is in order here. I believe it is important to acknowledge this inaudible, unpronounceable, graphically unrepresentable (in conventional spelling) notion because it not only replaces the other markers as an equal partner in the TI paradigm but also creates an unusual de facto S-E boundary: the stem vowel meets the "O/R" sets directly, and the same shortening rule {1A} applies: No boundary issue arises in carpi-#-t(ur), capi-#-t(ur), lā bi-#-tur, pati-#-tur or the plural imperatives *carpi-#-te, *capi-#-te, lā bi-#-minī, *pati-#-minī. The infinitives *amā -#-re, *habē-#-re, *audī-#-re, *mīrā -#-rī, verē-#-rī, potī-#-rī also flow smoothly, and so do the imperatives *amā -#-#, *habē-#-#, *audī-#-# > amā , habē, audī. Classical Latin reaffirms its aversion to the sequence *ir, as it did in second-person singular future *bi-ris, by lowering i to e in "O" infinitives and the second person singular "R" present (rule {3A}) and the singular "O" imperative (rule {3B}: Here a well-known small group of such i stems (a scant dozen: capi-, ēlici-, faci-, fodi-. fugi-, iaci-, quati-, rapi-, speci-, and deponents gradi-, pati-) resists this rule and "keeps" its i in capiō /or/unt(ur), patior/untur. It rejoins the majority type only in the "R" infinitive *lā bi-#-ī, *pati-#-ī > lā bī, patī. The long stem vowel of audī-, potī-also joins in these expanded -E choices and shortens by rule {1B} before them:
*audī-#-ō /unt > audiō /unt, *potī-#-or/untur > potior/untur {1B} {1B}
4c8. The real surprise here is that the other stem vowels of amā -, habē-also choose syllabic -ō , though not -unt. Nothing in Latin phonology or morphology prevents hypothetical first person singular. *amā -#-m > *amam, *habē-#-m > *habem, and perhaps some unrecorded dialect of ancient Latin went this route. Nonetheless, Latin long ago made the choice of theoretical *habē-#-ō , which shortens regularly to habeō by rule {1B}. Even more unexpected is theoretical *amā -#-ō , *mīrā -#-or, and here the vowel ā reveals its incompatibility with a following vowel, yielding actual amō , mīror, the first instance of rule {2A} applying specifically to stem vowel ā . These first-person singular present tense forms are among the first ones learners encounter, even though in the larger picture of Latin conjugation, they are quite the odd ones out.
Full TI
V. The S-Column, the S-T Boundary, and the "Inflectional Profile"
With all the T-E and S-E boundaries in focus, we can now conclude with the S-T boundaries and the construction of a single abstract form-an "inflectional profile"-that can encapsulate a verb's entire inflectional information at a glance and complete the job that the traditional conjugation numbers only begin. It is not an actual Latin word, and I do not claim it as a "deep structure" in the minds of actual Latin speakers. It is a theoretical construct, an instruction manual, a graphic organizer that telescopes all the inflectional information into a single package that reveals at a glance what to expect from that verb and, most importantly, the larger pattern that it fits. It requires a few diacritic marks and other graphic conventions easily accesible on a keyboard, chalkboard, or drawn with a finger in the air. The first one is a designation for deponent stems, so that it is clear from the outset on which -E column that stem can set its sights. To such stems as mīrā -, verē-, lā bi-, pati-, potī-, simply add a caret: mīrā^-, verē^-, lā bi^-, pati^-, potī^-. Amā re-vetā re-secā re-mīrā rī are all tagged "first conjugation"; the business cards of flēre-habēre-docēre-verēre read "second conjugation"; serere ('join', not sow') carpere-legere-ēlicere-inspicere-capere-lā bī-patī are all variations on "third conjugation"; and audīre-aperīre-experīrī answer to "fourth conjugation" based on the stem vowel that typifies their imperfective systems (TI). They share certain properties "across the columns," easily discernible for the TI markers, but the patterns of TS and TP give themselves up less readily yet are just as relevant for the complete picture of verbs and their groupings. The long stem vowel of amā re-mīrā rī-flēre-audīre-potīrī "participates" in all three systems; for example, TI (imperfect subjunctive) amā -rē-, mīrā -rē-, flē-rē-, audī-rē-, potī-rē-; the guaranteed choice of TP marker is -v-in amā -v-, flē-v-, audī-v-, and the TS marker -t-is evident in amā -t-, mīrā -t-, flē-t-, audī-t-, potī-t-. The only S-T issue is audī-/potī^-, which choose vowel-initial TI markers and shorten before them by Rule {1B}: *audī-ēbā -> audiēbā -, *potī-ā -> potiā -, etc. This is their common "inflectional complexion." To signal this pattern visually, use the existing stems amā -, mīrā^-, flē-, audī-, potī^-, 10 but now elevate the macron from a mere phonetic symbol of length to a full grammatical instruction for "full participation" of stem vowel. Then indicate the choice of TP marker in a "dot-extension": amā -.v, flē-.v, audī-.v. This is redundant with this verb type but will be necessary later. Deponents, of course, get no dot-extension. The macron is then unavailable for the other two "inflectional complexions."
Vetā re-habēre-verērī share with what we can now call the "macron" types the property of retaining their long stem vowel with TI markersthe very definition of the numbered conjugations-but with TS markers they "exchange" long ā and ē for short i in veti-t-, habi-t-, veri-t-, which is not a normal phonetic change in Latin, since the syllable structure is the same as amā -t-, mīrā -t-, flē-t-, and hence the inelegant but classroom-accessible term for this grammatical change. With a TP marker these stems exclude the stem vowel altogether, that is, it does not "participate" (which is not the same as "drops"), and the TP marker for this inflectional complexion is guaranteed to be -u-in vet-u-, hab-u-. This is the majority pattern for ē-verbs, thus deemed "regular," but for only a tiny minority of ā -verbs, namely, crepā -, cubā -, domā -, plicā -, sonā -, vetā -. Their inflectional profile needs a different symbol. I suggest a circumflex accent : cubâ-.u, vetâ-.u, habê-.u, monê-.u. tacê-.u, terrê-.u with the (still redundant) dot-extension and deponent merê^-, miserê^-, pollicê^-, tuê^-, verê^-.
Secā re-docēre-fatērī-aperīre-experīrī share the participation of their long stem vowel in TI with the "macron" and "exchanger" stems and the exclusion of the stem vowel from TP with the "exchangers." Their distinction is that the stem vowel also does not participate with the TS marker; thus at that S-T boundary the root-final consonant comes into direct contact with the consonantal TS marker -t-, as previewed in section 3a above. These three examples choose the TP marker -u-in sec-u-, doc-u-, aper-u-, and thus, no further adjustments are necessary, but this inflectional complexion also permits the TP marker -s-, where the root-final consonant also meets the consonantal marker, and -#-"zero," accompanied by some root-internal changes. The inflectional profile of this type needs its own graphic signature, and I use the double dots called, variously, umlaut, diaeresis, trema with the obligatory dot-extension: secä-.u, docë-.u, aperï-.u as well as fatë^-, experï^-, augë-.s, saepï-.s, vidë-.#, movë-.#, venï-.# (and these last three will need further emendation below). Many of these have a supine with an apparent marker -s-, in most cases the predictable result of rule {8}, explained in section 3a, but a few of this type take the TS marker "genuine-s" which in classical Latin cannot be the result of rule {8}, for example, manēre-mā nsum, cēnsēre-cēnsum. Indicate that marker in the inflectional profile with a slash after the dot-extension: manë-.s/s, cēnsë-.u/s. Some stems of this grouping have a root consonant that participates only with TI markers, as in root-final consonant cluster "liquid" (r, l) plus "velar stop" (c, g) with the stop consonant participating only with the TI markers. Most of these also take the TS marker -s-, for example, mulcēre-mulsum, tergēre-tersum. Indicate that consonant in the inflectional profile with parentheses: mul(c)ë-.s/s, ter(g)ë-.s/s. The consonant clusters resulting from the root-final consonant and the consonantal markers TS -t-and TP -s-are responsible for most of the changes that learners perceive as difficult, irregular, or capricious. The linkage is smooth in sec-t-, doct-, aper-t-, saep-t-, saep-s-, while other root-final consonants trigger the changes captured by rules {6-10}: for example,{7} in *aug-t-> auc-tand {7, 6} in *aug-s-> *auc-s-, obligtorily spelled aux-. Thus, there are three inflectional complexions: the stable-vowel "macron" type amā -.v, the "exchanger" type vetâ-.u, and the "umlaut" types secä-.u, rīdë-.s, respondë-.# all tell their stories at a glance.
The entire third conjugation is overwhelmingly "umlaut-like" insofar as the short i of both carpi-and capi-participates-at least to some extent-in TI but neither in TP nor TS. The umlaut dots would, however, convey the wrong information; thus, I leave the i of carpi-"plain" and designate the small subgroup of those that do not obey rule {2B} with a raised degree sign as a graphic bow to the "iō " tradition, thus, carpi-, capi°-. A few stems do keep i with the TS marker (ēlici-t-, fremi-t-, gemi-t-, moli-t-, vomi-t-) and they all take the TP marker -u-. I indicate them with a grave accent; thus, alongside carpi-.s, capi°-.# come gemì-.u, ēlicì°-.u.
In TI, the i uniformly calls on rule {3A} with the imperfect subjunctive marker:
*carpi-rē-> carperē-, *lā bi-rē-> lā berē-, *capi-rē > caperē-, *pati-rē-> paterē-
The i selects the vowel-intitial TI markers, and the majority-i separates from the minority-i°:
*carpi-ēbā -> carpēbā -, *lā bi-ent-> labent-, *carpi-end-> carpend-{2B} {2B} {2B}
while capi-ēbā -, capi-ē-, capi-ā -, pati-ent-, pati-end-are already actual forms and thus require no asterisk. Thus, to the comfort or consternation of learners, such imperfects as docēbā -, iacēbā -and dū cēbā -, iaciēbā -have different S-T-E structures: *docē-bā -, *iacē-bā -, *dū ci-ēbā -(with rule {2b}, iaci-ēbā -(no {2B} and similarly in capi-ēbā -, pati-ē-, etc.). And so, the "keep-i" group overlaps with the majority of third conjugation before a consonant element and with the fourth conjugation before a vowel element. Rule {1B} also applies at the S-T boundaries of the other vowel-initial marker: present subjunctive *habē-ā -, audī-ā -> habeā -, audiā -. Rule {2A} comes back one more time for the structure *amā -ē-> amē-.
Many other details need designations, and space allows me to include here only a few. The TP marker -#-"zero" goes hand in hand with a lengthened root vowel. I mark those root vowels with an acute accent: iúvä-.#, móvë-.#, vídë-.#, légi-.#, fúgi°-.#, vénï-.# > iū vī, mō vī, vīdī, lēgī, fū gī, vēnī. A few stems not only lengthen but change the root vowel a to ē, and since this is also a phonetically unmotivated "exchange," I mark those root vowels with a circumflex: âgi-.#, câpi°-.#, fâci, iâci°-.#. The stems that reduplicate get a superscript 2 on that "zero" marker: mordë-.# 2 , cadi-.# 2 , falli-.# 2 /s > momordī, cecidī (with rule {4A}, fefellī (with rule {4B} and TS fal-s-). Several roots have n after the root vowel that participates only with TI markers, noted in parentheses; with TP some also lengthen the root vowel, some exchange, others reduplicate, hence the increasingly complex inflectional profiles lí(n)qui-.# > līqu-#-, frâ(n) gi-.# > frēg-#-, ta(n)gi-.# 2 > tetig-#-(by Rule {4A}). The same "TI-only" behavior is characteristic of such consonant clusters as r(c), l(g), and most of them also have the TS marker -s-: ter(g)ë-.s/s > ter-s-, mul(c) ë-.s/s > mul-s-. A frequent derivational device is to add -sci-after the stem vowel and only with TI. Marking the "original" stem vowel predicts the stem with TS and TP: īrā -sci-> īrā -v-, īrā tum; calê-sci-> cal-u-, cali-tū r-; pro-ficï-sci^-> pro-fec-t-(by rule {4B}), ul(c)ï-sci^-> ul-t-. The rest of the details will appear in a companion article at a later date.
As I stated at the outset, there is no new information here, only a different kind of organization that collects related phenomena under one informative umbrella. No textbook supports this approach, and the specifics of the graphic conventions are open to discussion. Individual colleagues may implement or amend these ideas and techniques as fits their classroom situation.
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